3 Ways Physicians Get Stuck
in Building or Growing a Business
(and how to navigate them)

Welcome.
It’s a joy that you are thinking about
starting a business or growing your
current business.
This is exactly the time to do it.

People need your help now more than ever before.
In this guide are the most common areas that I help physicians maneuver through... so that a
business idea become a real business that serves others with impact.

I’m glad you are here.
Dena
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Too Many Ideas

Ask physicians what they want in a business... and it usually starts with what they don’t want.
(It’s part of being human - our mind starts with the irritants.).
No being "on call"
No working weekends and holidays
No 10 minute appointments
No working 24-hour shifts
No requirement to talk to insurance companies
No charting at home to get caught up

It’s amazing what we have endured to become a doctor.
Eventually the list we don't like is exhausted and the focus turns to...
thinking of all the things that sound like fun
thinking of all the things that could be possible
thinking of what seems interesting
thinking about what others are doing
thinking about ways to practice medicine in a new location or way
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All of that leads to a plethora of ideas of what could be...
I could write a book
I could go on mission trips
I could take a sabbatical and teach others how to do it
I could become a speaker
I could start a blog or a podcast
I should get more training or education (MBA, MHA, Fellowship)
I could start my own practice
I could start a side business that is not medical
I could create an app
I could develop a device or a clothing line
I could become a coach
I could host retreats
I could start a group
We are just scratching the surface when it comes to ideas...

Our amazing high-achieving mind wants to get started on all of it right now. We believe it’s similar to handling
coursework during medical school - biochemistry, anatomy, pathophysiology, pharmacology at the same time.

We think we can do it all and do it well. Except... we can’t.
Each of the items above require more than a class or semester. Each item requires planning, learning, and
dedicating time/resources just to get started.
It becomes overwhelming, even for high-achievers.
It’s kind of like going to the grocery store hungry - there is so much to choose from and it all looks amazing.

Navigation tips

1st

List it all out
Every idea, option, thing that sounds amazing

2nd

Prioritize

3rd

Choose one

Order the list based of how you feel when you think about each option. Items that bring joy,
inspiration, excitement, fulfillment are higher on the list. Items that you ‘should do’, ‘need to
do’, are ‘capable of doing’, or are ‘responsible for doing’ go lower on the list.

Only one. It doesn’t matter which one you choose. It only matters that you start with one.
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Over-Complicating
the Process

We do complicated planning with our patients every day. We think about multiple medications
and interactions, manage complex conditions, and perform procedures that are intricate.
Starting or growing a business however is not complicated.

Here’s what you absolutely need:
Clarity on what you want for the business - your goals/dreams/hopes
An understanding of your customer and the problem they want to solve
A product or service to help them solve that problem
Clear language to share what success looks like for your customer
A process for each step of your customer’s experience working with you

Simple?
We over-complicate our business by thinking that we need so much to start serving our customer...
social media, an email list, advertising, hosting large events, all the equipment and supplies for
every possible patient/client/customer need.
All of that can wait.

Navigation tips

1st
2nd
3rd

Be clear on what you want to create.
Get to know your customer and what they want help with.
Align what you want with how it serves your customer.
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Speaking to Everyone

Remember graduation from medical school? We had the capacity to help anyone from our basic
understanding of the body, and ability to formulate a differential diagnosis and plan the evaluation.
As we entered residency and fellowship, we slowly started to narrow who we served and how we could
help. We developed greater depth of understanding of our field, advanced treatment options, and
procedures to help our patients.

Here’s an example:
GI doctors are well-versed in medications for Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) and can speak easily to
patients managing these conditions. They don’t try to speak to patients in a Neurosurgery clinic suffering
from disc disease, or cardiac patients managing heart failure. The information isn’t helpful to those
patients right now.
GI doctors speak to those who are experiencing IBD - people with symptoms, questions, concerns, and
complications. Others are invited to listen, but the message is focused for the IBD patient.
Our business is the same way.
We want to have a clear understanding of who we serve and the problem we help them solve. We aren’t
speaking to everyone...
We are speaking to those with a problem they want help with.

1st
2nd
3rd

Navigation tips
Be clear on your customer - what problem do they want help with?
Know exactly how you help them
Speak so simply and directly to your customer that they think you are reading their mind.
Others may be interested, but your focus is on the person who wants help.
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Mindset & Marketing for Physicians
The process of creating or growing a business is easier than it seems and it all starts with clarity & focus.

I help with the only 2 things you need to get started or keep growing - Mindset & Marketing/Messaging.
You will grow your idea, serve your customer, and enjoy being a business owner. We break down each
step of the process so that you know exactly where you are at and remain focused.

You will have everything you need to help your customer win.

Sign up for a

complementary consult call at
https://georgemdcoaching.com/work-with-me/

Dena George, MD
Coach

Clear & Focused Physicians

Change the World.
hello@georgemdcoaching.com
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